ME BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
YOUR LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
PROVIDER

Adding Value
Through
Independence

MEBS
OVERVIEW

13
Years on the market

20
Experience &
Resources

Regulatory
Framework

Full time employees

200+
Total clients served

PSF
Regulated since 2013

6
Approved CSSF Providers
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OUR
PRESENCE

Our services are trusted by top tier
professionals, companies and organizations
from around the world.
Association of the
Luxembourg Fund
Industry

Institut Luxembourgeois
des Administrateurs

Member Since 2011

Federation of Financial
Advisers and Financial
Intermediaries

Official Spanish
Chamber of Commerce

Member Since 2015

Member Since 2018

“MEBS provides first class Governance,
Advisory and Compliance expertise to its clients
through a transparent and reliable business
model, underpinned by being regulated by the
CSSF since 2013.”
Simon Thomas,
Executive Chairman of Thomas Murray
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OUR
VALUES

Commitment to
Excellence

“Irrespective of where your company is in its
lifecycle, our goal is to provide you with
immediate transparency and tailored solutions,
aligned to your long-term vision”

Reliability

Transparency
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OUR
VALUE ADDS

Four Axis of Expertise
Corporate Strategy

Risk
Management

Immediate
Needs

Regulation &
Compliance

360 Degree Services
Governance

Operational
Assistance

Advisory

Long Term
Performance

Domiciliation

Support
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GOVERNANCE
SERVICES

Independent Directorship

Compliance Officer

o We contribute to the definition of long term strategies, while bringing our

o We manage your compliance function so to help you meet challenges

knowledge of local practices to ensure compliance to latest laws and

posed by an ever-evolving regulatory framework. We intervene on various

regulations. Benefiting for hindsight, we create a positive tension to

compliance requirements, such as AML and terrorist financing so to

efficiently debate on value creation and to decide on actions to generate a

ensure large and complex structures remain compliant. We also report

sustainable growth for your business.

regularly to the Executive Committee and Board of Directors to maintain
transparency throughout of the company.

Conducting Officer

Risk Manager

o We implement board directives, manage daily operations, oversee the

o We substantiate your risk management function by guiding you through a

delivery of key tasks* and supply high quality reporting standards to the

fast evolving and complex universe. We deploy a tailored and adapted risk

board. Thanks to our wide range of profiles with diverse and practical

framework which takes into account all quantitative and qualitative

experiences, we are able to provide you with Conducting Officers which

aspects imposed by regulation. Our expertise has been built over time and

complement your management team as needs may be and share best

is anchored in best practices. We are able to cover all type of strategies

practices observed.

and assets.
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DOMICILIATION
SERVICES

SUPPORT
SERVICES

Incorporation & Domiciliation

Compliance

o We support companies registering with adequate authorities, coordinating

o We help your internal compliance function to address key risk and

with the various required parties, ensuring compliance during the

inefficiencies, asses various end to end solutions, develop a compliant

procedure while optimising the process and underlining efficiency

framework and monitor the implementation and continuous operations of
systems

Accounting

Liquidation

o We report activities year round, preparing and filing accounts, handling
income correspondence and reporting tax and VAT returns

o We appraise all costs and solutions so to plan the most adapted course of
action, coordinate with various parties so to ensure the process is as

Administrative Support
o We facilitate handling of daily management*, provide clients with offices,

efficient as possible

Risk

coordinate secretariat services and ensure internal processes are
compliant

o We support your risk management function by providing daily answers on
any questions you may have, supplying or contributing to relative

documentation and sharing industry insights as they materialise
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ADVISORY
SERVICES

Setup & Launch

M&A & Financing

o We structure various entities on behalf of clients, selecting high value add

o We assist on all matters related to inorganic growth. Irrespective of where

providers and assist in the preparation of the application file for the

your company is in its lifecycle, our focus is to provide you with

regulator. This includes coordination with various parties involved,

information and expertise that will enable you to make the most informed

preparation of the programme of activity, business plan as well as the

decisions. We strive to promote simple but comprehensive solutions,

drafting of all required policies and procedures

backed by data, and tailored to your needs

Growth
o We participate

to the growth of your business at each stage of its

existence. You may need advises on particular subjects or issues
encountered at a bearable cost but without compromising on quality. We
can provide you with tailored made solutions and advise on each and
every aspects of companies value chain thanks to our staff, partners and
affiliate network
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OUR
CLIENTS

UCITS Management companies and
AIFM

“Your Long-Term Performance
Provider”

Investment funds

Regulated companies

Commercial companies (holding,
spv, start-up…)
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OUR
PARTNERS

Eric Chinchon
Eric is one of the founding partners and the Chairman of the Board of mebs. Eric brings incisive strategic analysis and understanding of the potential
impacts of upcoming regulations. Forthright and forward thinking, Eric adds top class value to the mandates he serves. Eric is an INSEAD certified
independent director.

Michael Lange
Michael is one of the founding partners of mebs. With his extensive experience of asset management and its operations, Michael is at the forefront

of fund industry issues. Sharp and to the point, Michael brings his unique experience to the mandates he serves. Michael is an INSEAD certified
independent director.

Emmanuel Bégat
Emmanuel is a partner of mebs. Emmanuel has 360° experience of asset management, from alternative strategies to marketing and distribution, and
from regulatory and compliance matters to depositary and administration issues. Emmanuel is forward thinking, a solution builder and keeps things
simple to better mitigate risks.
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OUR
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

Mats Lewicki – CAO
Mats Lewicki is the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) of mebs. Mats has a deep hands-on experience of asset management, inter alia in
launching new regulated entities and funds. He has taken a leading role in drafting internal procedures of several regulated structures. Mats
enjoys building long-term value and improving organizational effectiveness and efficiency.

Violaine Vilair – CFO
Violaine Vilair is the CFO of mebs. A Luxembourg chartered accountant, Violaine has worked in audit, domiciliation and commercial structures. She
brings to mebs her expertise in accounting, finance, group reorganisation and consolidation. Violaine is also an expert in IFRS and Lux GAAP.

Christophe Pessault – COO
Christophe Pessault was external and internal auditor specialising in risk management, and has also led a large teams of risk management
specialists gaining experience and expertise on the Luxembourg financial industry. Christophe holds an Executive MBA obtained from HEC, Paris.
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AFFILIATES

Didier Morin
Didier is a mebs affiliate specialised in corporate governance and substance provision to financial entities. He has
extensive experience in audit, compliance, risk management, accounting and tax matters applicable to both regulated
and unregulated financial entities. He is also certified as Expert-Comptable and Commissaire aux Comptes (Paris).

José Luis Rodriguez Alvarez
José Luis is a mebs affiliate specialised in the financial industry. He brings over 18 years of experience and a deep
understanding of the requirements to provide governance and executive mandates here in Luxembourg. As an
INSEAD IDP-C and ILA Certified Director, José currently sits on several boards in: Private equity funds, Chambers of
Commerce and the Institut Luxembourgeois des Administrateurs (ILA).

Paulo Antunes Neves
Paulo Antunes Neves specialised in the fund industry. He brings with him 15 years of expertise, covering a wide
range of issues in oversight processes, distribution networks,

AML-CFT risk and compliance analyse, wide

operational issues and Compliance. He is a CSSF authorized provider and is registered with the Institut
Luxembourgeois des Administrateurs (ILA).
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AFFILIATES

Olivier Renault
Olivier's professional experience spans for more than 30 years of which 20 in finance in a regulated European environment in three banks of
which he was member of the executive committee of two of them and at the board of one of them. He has been able to lead big transformation
programs such as digitalization of operational departments, offshoring implementation and strategic negotiations.

Grégory Nicolas
Grégory was the Managing Director of FundRock Management Company S.A.
During the last decade, as General Counsel and Conducting Officer (Compliance, Distribution and AML) as well as non-executive director of several
Luxembourg funds (UCITS and AIFs), he gained experience and exposure on multiple European fund engineering aspects (Lux, Irish, UK and
French UCIs) as well as MiFID related topics.
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We can Help You,
Experience Real Solutions

ME business solutions S.à r.l. - 16, rue Jean-Pierre
Brasseur - L-1258 Luxembourg
Professional of the Financial Sector – Autorisation n°
36/13 - R.C.S. Luxembourg B 142.063

www.mebs.lu

